Fairness of California Sabbatical Law Questioned
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Its ltlt HARD OVER
state las, limiting
A California
sabbatical leaves to 5 per cent of
members at any
all eligible faculty
annually is beginning
state college
an air of dissatisfacto take on
tion at San Jose State.
Out of a faculty of 700, 12 SJS
instructors have been recommended for a semester leave during
1961-62. Under the present law,
it would take between 20 and 30
years before every eligible faculty member is granted a sabbatical.
Dr. William F. Stanton, associate
professor of economics, and Dr.
Richard G. Tansey, professor of
art and president of the AmeriTeachers, SJS
can Federation of
Local No. 1362, urge the repeal
of the present sabbatical law on
grounds that "It puts SJS and
an other state colleges on a sec-

ond class statits with the University of California."
OFFICIAL POSITION
Vice President Dr. William J.
Dusel commented that there is no
official position taken by the administration on the sabbatical
question. "An individual poll would
have to be taken," he added.
"It seems unfair that only one
out of 20 elegible faculty Members
is able to go on sabbatical leave
in any academic year," Dr. Stanton continued.
"State colleges should be put on
a parity with sabbatical regulations now in effect at U.C.," he
asserted.
’GROSS DISCREPANCIES’
Dr. Tansey pointed out "gross
discrepancies" between the university’s system and that of the
state colleges. "The present regulations for the state colleges are
so limited that members of the

Education Bills
In Legislature
The SIs!C legislature novi ineet- and other sie21) courses. "but not
tag in Sacramento will, by the end at the expense of people who want
of its session, have considered training in the other fields."
hundreds of bills regarding California’s entire educational system
ranging from kindergarten to college.
Many of these bills stem from
Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s program
of strengthening the teaching of
basic academic subjects in public
schools. His message to the legislature called for improvement in
the quality of education and for
curriculum changes that will "emphasize solid subjects and mini"UnityThe War Memoirs of
mize the wasteful fringe courses."
Charles de Gaulle." will be re’STRICT’ POLICIES
viewed today in cafeteria rooms
Dr. William G. Sweeney. head A and B at 12:30 p.m.
Dr. David Kulstein. assistant
of the SJS division of education,
cm commenting on the proposed professor of history, will review
legislation. said that the governor the volume which covers the cur"has heen seeking very strict aca- rent president’s experiences as
France’s top general during World
demic curricultun."
On the matter of eliminating War II.
PEGS ROOSEVELT
"fringe courses" Dr. Sweeney feels
there is a dangerous possibility
De Gaulle makes several obserof going to an extreme. He men- vations on prominent people
tioned that the, state education
About former Pres. Roots"...
hoard made one recommendation he says: "Beneath his patrician
that credentials be granted only mask of courtesy, he regarded me
to teachers majoring or minoring without benevolence."
in academic subjects. According
Speaking with Winston Churchill
to Dr. Sweeney. there has been during the early part of the war,
"considerable protest" against this de Gaulle showed his resolute namove and the matter is now being ture.
studied by a legislative committee.
"You claim to be France," thunA primary difficulty of this pro- dered Churchill. "You are not
posal, says Dr.’ Sweeney, is de- France! I do not recognize you
fining what courses are "aca- as France . . ."
demic." lie raised the question of
MAN OF ACTION
whether art, music, home eco"Then why," ’shot hack the tall
nomies, industrial arts, business,
what right
physical education, or speech Frenchman. "and with
are you dealing with me concerncourses might be considered noninterest? . . ."
academic and thereby eliminated. ing her world-wide
De Gaulle depicted Pres. EisenNO OPPOSITION
hower (then general) as "a solDr. Sweeney declared that he dier. To him, by nature and by
was "not opposed to emphasizing profession, action seemed natural,
math, science, English, history," immediate and simple."

tat:kitty who have served for as
long as 20 years or more have not
as yet had a sabbatical," he said.
Dr. Tansey went on to say that
at U.C. a sabbatical is granted
"with regularity" at the rate of
one semester after three years of
teaching or two seme,sters after
six years. "In the state college
tern," he continued, "sabbatie..
payment is AO per cent of the re,:
ular salary, whereas in the university system . . . payment is
two-thirds of the regular salary ’
HIGHER RATE
According to Dr. Tansey, without the higher rate it often is impossible for a state college faculty
member to take advantage of a
sabbatical, even if one were available, unless he has some other
source of income. "Many state
college faculty members simply
cannot afford to take sabbaticals."
he concluded.

Dr. Stanton stated that leaves
are granted at U.C. as regularly as
clockwork. "All of the eligible faculty go on sabbatical," he ex-

claimed.

DR. WILLIAM F. STANTON
, . . urges repeal

IThe Spartan Daily’s request for
information from the University
of California in Berkeley on the
number of sabbaticals taken by Cal
faculty members has so far been
unanswered.)
STATE LAW
"The state law on sabbaticals
not apply to U.C," Dr. Stan’mm explained. "The university is
being governed by regents and faculty virtually independent of leg-.
dive control except for bucig,ry matters.’
I kr. Stanton remarked that it
his hope that the new state college trustees will give priority to
the sabbatical problem.
"Unless this change in regulation s is made soon, a bottleneck of

eligible faculty members will make ’with pay. The state demands that
It impossible in practice to give faculty members engage in a prostate college faculty members gram of study, research or creequality with Cal." he said.
ative activity which will clearly
’MORALE PROBLEMS’
benefit the college when the in"The inevitable consequence of , structor returns."
this failure will be continued sec- I Dr. Dusel called the present sabond-class status for state college batical system "expensive." He
faculty and creation of serious re- mentioned that the state is alcruitment and illtAale problems," ready allocating $60,000 to SJS
Dr. Stanton maintained.
for instructors who will go on leave
One hundred and three SJS fac- this year.
ulty members have been granted
Dr. Dusel pointed out that the
sabbatical leaves since the present limited granting of sabbaticals at
program began in 1947. Vice Presi- SJS results in high competition
dent Dusel said. "All full -pay sab- among the faculty "The sabbatical
baticals have been granted with screening committee receives more
regularity."
applications than the state will acDr. Dusel declared that "less- cept."
than-full-pay" sabbaticals are "useHowever, he stilted that recomful to those who have a supplementary grant" but added that no mendations for more generous sabbatical provisions are now under
one applies for
consideration by a state comNO
’ STION
"A &ibis,’ i,
not a vacation mittee.
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Bradford Shifts Blame

Dr. Ku/stein
3J3 Architecture ’Attractive,
To Review
’Unity’ Tome Official Tells Governor Brown

’SO THIS IS COLLEGE?’

By TODD PHIPERS
The controversy regarding the
amhitecture of SJS buildings was
brought into better focus yesterday in a report by Robert Bradford, state director of public works.
Bradford shifted the blame from
the state Division of Architecture
to that of Finance. He reported

that -to an undesirable degree the
department finance) is interpected between the client agency and
the architect."
He called the situation "particularly bothersome" because college presidents find themselves on
the sidelines with little to say
about the planning and construe-

tion of campus buildings.
The SJS administration stuck to
,its silent stand on the matter
terclay. Executive Dean C. Cr’
Burton, head of the college building program, would not amend his
release of last week.
In that statement Dean Burton
related that "the State Coll.-,
Board of Trustees has adopt"
policy of using both the Di \ i.
Architecture and private al,
for the design of projects in the
1961-62 capital outlay budget.
"Naturally the college will welcome any opportunity of securing
the best possible buildings for its.
archiPlans to present the spring tion" was script against idea, and students, regardless of the
Revelries show in revue style that the two were judged by one tectural source."
were red-enciled by "execu- vote, not separatelY on their
DETAILED REPORT
tive order’ of AB Pres. Pat merits.
Bradford issued a detailed rePLEASE GIVE ME a moment of your time, the Cavalier of RipaMcClenahati yesterday, and the
port to Governor Edmund G
fratia (Bruce Lovelady) entreats the winsome Mirandolina (Cheryl
action brought hot words of proBrown. In defense of the Division
Del Biaggio) in comical action from SJS production of "Mistress
test from persons proposing the
’ of Architecture, he stated that he
of the Inn. revue form.
thinks "recent buildings are genMeClenahan concurred with the
.
smelly attractive and I believe that N
i
report of executive secretary Brent
yo u would think so too."
Larson,
Davis, and his aide, Steve
’
The public works director
chairman of the department of
mitted, however, that someh.
the
overturning
student affairs, in
done by both private and st
t
’
boast decisionf
.Fchitects are too austere in c..
re-estabwould
week. The order
Lain specific items.
lish a "script" show.
The resolution for the Student
"The Division of Architecture
run
,
1115115,1 -iii
FORMAT
REVUE
Council to divorce itself from any should continue to design state, A
a
owner,
to
rejeot
publisher, college and other state buildings," Carlo Goldoni’s "Mistress of the through Saturday.
That decision was
responsibility as
proposed script for a musical play policy maker or personnel Pro- Bradford reported. ..I cannot see Inn" by the. SJS Speech and, Cheryl Del Biaggi() stars as the
and turn instead to revue format. vider for the Spartan Daily. La the state’s best interest being Drama rIvartment will return to mistress of the inn, a clever worn The musical play, or musical com- Torre and l.yke was presented to served by abandoning a competent. the Studio Theater stage tonight ian who uses her \A des to outwit
edy, has been standard form for President John T. Wahlquist yes- experienced, relatively lswem"st--- those who have heroine entranced
by her. Miss Del Biaggin looks
Revelries shows in the past. few terday by the three sponsors.
service which, in my opinion.
’Ise co-.
!--- an admirable
years; the show was originally a
ASB Pres. Pat McClenahan, act- Division of Architecture is furr,.
revue.
ing Vice-President Stan Stevens, ing."
on
the
statement
Davis’
Brent
111- Es ti;
FECTIONS
and Executive Secretary Brent
FUNCTIONAL QUALITY
"executive order" cited these rea- Davis met with the president, sevTrying to sir tor her affections
Bradford minimized the exterRevelries
the
rewriting
for
sons
eral of the deans, and two observ- nal appearance. sighting function.nd losing out in the process are
board decision:
ing Student Council members to al quality of the buildings as most
Pen Shelton as the Marquis of
..
.
disright.
to
"no
had
board
The
discuss the move.
Forlipopolr and Gary Hamner as
important. "Functional design is
leges and Lists ersities’ awards will ! the Count d’Aihafiorita Shelton
criminate against a script" and
MOTION TABLED
uniformly good," an aspect he
be
presented
by
SJS
Pres.
John
T.
was
presented
to
that the script thy Luis Valdez)
The resolution
is exceptionally comical as the
termed "highly important.’
Wahlquist at today’s Student
was judged against the musical re- Student Council at a special meet’frugal, but proud marquis: HamHe stated that the present devue idea which "does not even ex- ing called last Friday and imme- sign policy of the state is "maxi- Council meeting. 2:30 p.m in cafe- ner is convincing as the rich and
teria rooms A and B.
ist yet," and that the student (Val- diately tabled.
braggart count.
mum economy consistent with
Also on the agenda. acting Coundez) was put in an "unfair posiAt the meeting yesterday Ste- functional requirements."
Bruce Loelady in the role of
Stan
Stevens
ancil
Chairman
tion" by this judgment, the state- vens said that "the Spartan Daily
’ the Cavalier of Ripafratta does
In his recommendation for fua
resolution
to
"di’
nounced,
is
ment read.
small
segment
of
the
was only a
ture architecture and construcis
line Itth as the ardent woman
ENCOURAGE WRITING
whole picture. Student govern- tion. Bradford suggested that "the vorce" campus publications from hater The mistress tries with all
\ eminent because’ id .
Davis further said that the Rev- ment has operated on the campus state’s architectural design policy at orient
her eomanly wiles to win him to
elries board’s purpose was to "en- in a position where it has felt quite be one of maximum economy’con. "basic philosophical differences"
side
her
courage creative writing" and that controlled," he said. "Many deci- sistent. with functional require- between student government and
Douglas Johnst,m. as hi’ plays
the riding() administration
If its members could not he ob- sions are being made for them"
ments and reasonable architectural
servant, is also
ASS Executive Secretary Brent FA bri7in, the inn
jective and fair, they are "tinder
Stevens cited a section in the ott ract iveness."
, good in a part that borders more
on
faculty
-stureport
will
Davis
obligation " to resign.
State Education Code defining stuIn pinpointing he had labeled
I on the serious than the comical.
Mari -Lyn Henry, board chair- dent government’s role on the col- "too austere." Bradford cited an dent committees. Stevens said.
Others in the east are Gerald
Gavel and Rostrum Pres John
man for Revelries, disagreed with lege campus, which he believes to example needing improvement.
to present Pr MIS t as Pietro. servant to the
scheduled
Gustafson
is
almost all the charges leveled by have been "misinterpreted"
"Appearance of some principal col’cavalier, and Sandra Ward and
TA5C
a "citizen’s report"
Davis and Larson. She quoted the
RESPONSIBILITY
lege buildings should be improved
Honda Lewis. actresses dressed as
Revelries constitution as declaring
President Wahlquist said that he by allowing finish on concrete pus political
I ladies and mi,laken as such,
the board’s purpose limited to pre- was amazed to see how much re- walls." Such improvements would
senting a "musical show" of un- sponsibility the students had when be possible. he said, under the
specified nature. She said the he first came to San Jose State. suggested design policy, if agreed
script did not, match the "light, More and more responsibility has to by the legislature.
sparkly standards" of past shows, been given to the students as time
MAJOR CONFLICT
and that the board’s actions were has progressed.
Toda%
The major conflict. if Bradford’s
in order.
The president questioned the va’UNFAIR COMPETITION’
lidity of Steven’s argument and recommendations a r e adopted, and applicati.m. tut ill.’ Be::
The executive secretary’s state- said that "this is something which would probably arise over the def- Coed Joe College eonteo Alt
speten therapisis v. ill Irtninition of "reasonable architectural terials for the senior class sponment had also charged that the would have to he ascertained."
sored contest most he sithinItted onto rite therapy techniques in
board’s procedural actions were
Meetings of the Publications Ad- at t ractiveness."
That is the most controversial as- to the colleen Union. 317i S. Ninth speaking. and Alden II. Smith, asimproper in several respects.
visory Board were suspended until
sociate professor of speech, will
This was stoutly denied by Miss something definite was decided. pect of the state’s current program street
Tomorrow and Friday, penny read poems of Ogden Nash toHenry, who quoted the Revelries Another meeting with the presi- and will continue to ge a source of
constitution for support, when in- dent and the sponsors was sched- dispute until an agreement is balloting is scheduled at booths night from 730 to 930 in rooms
formed of the charges.
uled for next Tuesday and it was reached on the extent to which in front of the cafeteria and Outer A and B of the cafeteria at a
The main issue involved appeared recommended that the Student aesthetic or pragmatic considera- Quail and during a dance slated meeting of the Speech Correction
to be one of propriety. Davis Council postpone action on the tions enter into designing of state Friday from Si to 12 p.m. in the club. according to Pres. Robert
charged that the "unfair competi- i resolution.
Women’s gym.
structures.
611% cira.
4

McClenahan Rejects
Revue; Board Protests

Dr. Wahlquist
Hears Motion
n u Ica ions

Mistress
the Inn
oses Kun 3aturday

Pres Wahlqu 1st
To Present Awards
At Student Council

’Betty Joe’ Contest
Deadline Set Today

CAN CAN GIRLS Diane Flores (I.) end Lorraine Crider dance
it up for "So This Is College?", a musical satire to be presented
tomorrow and Friday night at 8:15 in Morris Dailey auditorium.
Tickets are on sale at the Music building box office for $1. Dr.
Gus Lease, associate professor of music, directs this spoof on
what college students do when they’re not studying. The show
It organized by the Associate Glee clubs for an audition with
the Sixth Army Special servicos, San Francisco.

Club To Hear
Nash Poetry

2SPARTAN

Wectriecvlay January IR WA

ntnv

Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Educational ’Driftwood
mericau educati tttt is constantly being
lloris4L .1 too,
sm... .t--41111111411 Or agencies, kali foreign and
Ireraucil I.
ssoe a ict,c-long Change to motive that the ad
at Sari Tose 1,11.appareutiy endeavoring to dissuade
Ira Iii
.
a lethargic approach to eiluva
Within the past two weeks announcements from two separate fronts have left the impression that requirements at SJS
are bec ttttt ing a little more stringent.
First, the general education committee revealed a new distri.bution of the 45 units of general education required by the state
education code which places a greater emphasis "on enriching
the intellectual life of the college student." This was achieved
us increasing the unit requirements for philosophy, literature
and the arts and lowering the
I requirements for elective
courses. .l -o. all electives must be taken outside the student’s
major.
sic. ..hills. the rules for academic probation have been re..
vise& Noss. students who have taken over MI units at SiS will
be pot on probation when their cumulative average falls below
a I and any student who fails to make a C average while on
probation becomes subject to disqualification.
These two announcements can hardls
tirmed part of a
"get tough" policy on the part of the - Ii
ii tudents Mho
little effort as absoare trying to slide through college with
burl% necessary but on the other hand. it is certainly a step in
the right direction.
A higher education is considered essential in America to..
day% but unfortunately not every student currently enrolled in
college is mentally capable of acquiring one. Even now, our
colleges and universities are overcrowded and there is a notice.
able lack of qualified teachers. This unenviable situation vs ill
worsen tett-fold within the next two decades unless a proper
solution can br conceived.
. Therefore. it becomes unquestionably clear. that some of
the driftwood must be eliminated from the classrooms. leaving
Ili, educational doors open to those with keen intellects and
with sin. -ere desires to succeed. For these are the people
\I.
worthy to he rewarded with a college degree.
_

Two Hollywood Features
Combine Equal Tragedy
By DAN PETERSEN
"Beyond the Time Barrier"
and "Why Must I Die?". are two
films that compare favorably
with little else except each other
and therefore should never have
been allowed to appear together
If Hollywood is going to win
back the audience it’ lost to
television.
The very most Hollywood can
hope for today is that it won’t
lose a substantial part of its
viewers if it shows one reasonably goot picture and a mediocre
one.
Asking audiences to pay to
see two films on the same bill
that are both had I Le. . . the
type usually seen on television
for free’ is inviting further audience loss which a movie industry that is already tottering can
Ill afford.
DASHED OFF
"Beyond the Time Barrier"
and "Why Must I Die?" are low
budget American International
pictures dashed off by producerstars who seem to want either
a quick profit or additional filmmaking experience.
Robert Clarke was responsible for "Beyond the Time Barrier" and Terry Moore for "Why
Must I Die?".
Arthur C. Pierce’s screenplay
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or the former is not too .bad,
but any chance it had was lost
because of Edgar Ulmer’s directing. Mr. Ulmer used the inevitable film clips of planes taking off and landing and the
crash crews running for their
vehicles.
SEEN BEFORE
Mr. Ulmer even put in a leper
scene’ that appeared in "Journey
to the Lost City." Only in "Beyond the Time Barrier" the
lepers are supposed to be mutants.
It would have been better to
leave out all the film clips if
only to make the viewers’ agony
shorter.
Introduced in the science fiction film is Darlene Tompkins
as the granddaughter of the
"master."
Making her first film appearance, Miss Tompkins was saddled with a deaf-mute role that
required no acting. Needless to
say. Miss Tompkins complied.
"Why Must I Die," begins as
one of those woman-who-wantsto - go - straight - but - her-past catches-up-with -her stories, and
ends with an attempt to denounce capital punishment.

Library Concert
Records scheduled for today’s
library concert from noon to
1 p.m. and 3 to 4 p.m. in the
library study room:
):
(1882Stravinsky
Firebird Suite (complete)

SpaLd
Entered as sec.:ow ctass matter April 24,
1924, et San Jose, California, under the
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day and Sunday, during college year.
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’Civil Defense Policy
An Unrealistic One
till I
4 Would like to
t.111,1(iii JitoTeITZI’S letter
on Civil Defense which appeared
in Thrust and Parry Jan. 10.
Coming front New York State,
and having been exposed to
Rockefeller’s compulsory bomb
shelter plan, I have often pondered the wisdom of such a policy. Civil Defense. I feel, assumes an entirely unrealistic approach to the problem of survival in the event of an atomic
attack.
According to an article which
appeared in the Sept. 3, MO,
issue of New Statesman I which
Is available in the library’. "The
main purpose of Civil Defence
t sic’ is to soothe the fears of
the electorate and to win support for the deterrent policy- a policy for which we have to
pay now with our money and in
the future maybe with our
lives."
The above-mentioned article
was written by M. C. Berenbaum, a pathologist who has
made a special study of civil
defense problems. Facts and
figures which Berenbaum cites
in this article completely shatter Civil Defense’s assertion,
"in the very worst circumstances
imaginable, at least half the
population of this country would

survive a nuclear war. Apart
from being asinine (the very
worst circumstance imaginable
to me is complete annihilation)
this assertion, Berenbaurn points
out, is false. 4’
(continued nest issue)
Robert E. 11,111.1ilas
.1044 9429
Reader Says

’Nuts’

To Editorial Writer
EDITOR A newspaper is not
the proper place for me to express my true feelings about
the disgusting editorial In the
Jan. 13 NOW.. of the Spartan
Daily. I WaS born and raised
in the South (Alabama and Texas) before having to come north
of the Mason-Dixon line. It is
asinine articles such as these
that make me doubtful if you
people really care about what
is happening in Georgia or in
the South as a whole.
Things such as integration of
a white university cannot be
done overnight. It should be
started in the elementary
schools. New Orleans proved
that even this is difficult to do.
I am not applauding the people
who demonstrated against this
nor do I admonish them. t. personally, know their feelings and
can understand the problem that
integration presents to them.
A little more understanding

feo

orderer
814PeteKti-eld

vse

Meat Loaf vs. Ham and Cheese
Publicity handouts can he useful. Many newspapers could not
function without them. As a matter of fact, at least one out of ten
releases from pushy publicists make the Spartan Daily.
Like the one from "Grandma’s test kitchen," called "Molasses
Notes," Vol. 2Bulletin No. 48. From the moment I spied it I knew
THERE was a story. I have a knows for news,
Grandma writes, in part: "One of the major causes of the
Revolutionary War was an attempt by England to interfere with
freedom of the molasses trade. John Adams wrote: . . . ’General
Washington always asserted and proved that Virginia loved molasses as well as New Englanders did.’"
STICKY SITUATION
It sounds like a sticky situation to me. To be horribly brutal
(Hold on to your rocker. Grandma), I can’t stand molasses. And
if it is as Grandma suggests--that a "major cause" of the Revolutionary War was England’s horning in on U. S. molasses trade
it’s a shame we bothered at all.
Luckily, students at SJS have little to do with molasses. Most
bright lads- and the few bright lassies who attendrely On sandwiches for nourishment during the hectic day of classes and activities.
Of course, sandwiches are not found in the cafeteria. Or at
least the ones I am speaking of are not.
Favorite sandwich haunts of most students are Harold’s or
Wes’s, two small -almost hole-in-the-wallishshops on San Carlos
at., between sixth and seventh.
Neither stays open more than a couple hours a day around
the noon rush. Harold, the most ebullient and talkative person I
have ever met, and Wes, who is just the opposite, sell between 1000
and 1500 sandwiches during these few hours.
Harold has 23 varieties. and claims his biggest seller is ham
and cheese.
Wes sports 16 types of sandwiches, but Insists meat loaf la
brand Harold doesn’t sell) tops them all. Ironically, both men agree
tuna and egg salad rank second and third, except on Friday or
"JK" day, as Harold expresses it.
On this day. Tuna always sweeps the board.
As for the least popular sandwiches, neither store owner wants
to admit that any of their products don’t sell well.
After much prodding, Wes acknowledges swiss cheese on rye
as the last dog, while Harold names plain cheese as his smallest

ulty of SJS in the article of
Friday, Jan. 13, headed "Architectural Dispute." It is indeed
reassuring that although the
colossus to the north (known as
Sacriunento to the ininatest
wields an awful power, that SJS
students and faculty members
cling to the ideals that they
have expressed on former occasions.
I was pleased to see that the
personnel (both undergraduate
and overgracluato of this instituition remember how they expressed admiration last year for
the architectural beauty that

on the part of you Yankees
might help the. situation In all
facets. Until you realize this, I
say nuts to people who write
editorials such as appeared Pi
t he Daily
Jun KVIley
ASB 91474
Have

Policies

for Thrust,

Parry?"

’Why

-OP-

Why dot.- I lirust
EDITOR
and Parry have revtillations
about the length of the letters
which can be printed? It was
my understanding that the yea
son was to prevent the space
from being dominated by a few
letters. Now we see long letters
being continued like the episodes of some sort of soap opera.
The results have been that
among those people I know
Thrust and Parry has dropped
from the most avidly read part
of the Daily to something we
don’t much more than glance
at to see that you are running
Chapter 2 on entropy or TASC,
and glance on.
Another statement of policy
was that when both sides had
had an opportunity to express
themselves and the issues had
been brought out that no more
letters on the topic would be
published. Yet even now, twothirds or the space seems to be
devoted to TASC. I suggest that
TASC buy space when its members have something to say, and
that when the only letters available for publication are on the
topic of TASC. the feature be
stropped from the paper.
Dave Llewellyn
ASE

Soy You Sow
Spartan Ad

a

abounds our beloved campus
Naturally everyone at SJS
and always has been more than
satisfied with the neu-utilitano,
styles of architecture that
fill
our hearts and minds with
as.
and inspiration.
Students at SJS can say
th1s!
they are truly dedicated Spar.
tans and abhor the thought
of
living luxury hotels and of
studying among lush external
appearances. Again, let me es.
press my admiration of the
valiant and consistent ideals
ut
SJS. After all, how many
leges have science
look like functional assio,sw
cakes?
Bruce 0. Itke1..,
ASB 80/41

There is a Career for YOU
in Hairstyling and Cosmetology

Beauty Culture training at our School offers you a
career filled with activity, excitement and a lifetime
of financial !security. Our Comer B Doren Method of
hair etylino and Cosmetology as taught by skilled lw
"Or
rixiat.d tap:no
Sint nr ot
ci to. ool hios,
sletruadcitnogra
or
Remember, the burr school gives the best trauacngy.

San Jose Beauty College
37 W. SAN CARLOS

5-7684

YOU ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED TO
SAN JOSE’S FINEST RESTAURANT

124 E. Son Fernando

’SJS

Architecture

Functional,

Is

Inspiring’
1401 SOUTH

BOHANNON’S

EDITOR I wan) to commend
the attitudes implied by the reactions of the students and fac-

riper

STRECT AT ALMA

CAN’T MISS
YOU GET FAST, FRIENDLY and
EFFICIENT SERVICE,

4to

ROBERT’S BOOK CO.
4th

A

from the Library

Street across

’His and Hers,
for the "perfect match"
NO MONEY DOWN
TERMS TO SUIT YOU

frnmnnd wedding lino
5 t-..,-n,Jt.ful dicimonds
Each ring $100

CHOOSE THE FINEST

success.

JANUARY

WHEN IT COMES TO

(’HOPPED OLIVE
Both men have been in the area for a long time; Wes, 15
years, Harold, 13 years. Harold pioneered the two-for-a-quarter
sandwiches 10 years ago, and Wes decided sandwiches were better
than hamburgers three years back.
Oddest sandwich of the lot is a chopped olive delicacy, brewed
by Happy Harold.
But I have tried one, and I have never been able to tolerate
olives. They’re so pit-iful.

DIAINIONDS
YOU’LL DO BEST IT ...
91 SO. FIRST ST., San Jose
Open Monday and Thursday nights
9
307 TOWN & COUNTRY
Open Monday, Thursday and Friday nights

VILLAGE
9

ewe et,

C%1

with

DfAVPry

Next to Col. Book Store
CY 3-5283

Freri Parkmq
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NEW HIGH

Models

MODERN OFFICE MACHINES CO.

lkt

IN EATING ENJOYMENT

o typewriter or adding machine
before finals
All

U. I
Spi

SERVICE WILL LIFT YOU TO A

RENT
Special Student Rates

all

QUIET ATMOSPHERE AND UNEXCELLED,

to

Makes

Ord,

WHERE THE EXCELLENT CUISINE.

THERE IS STILL TIME

All

i

the

GATEWAY

SINGERS

SAN JOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
TUES.

San Jose Box Office
Tickets $2.50, 3.00, 3.75, 4.50

JANUARY 24

Saint Claire Hotel Lobby
for informationCY 5-0888
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IThough

By GAM’ PALMER
Harry Campbell, besides tuning 1 ta
this
i-en’s
week, is also tt lll i ll g for a 10-round main merit in San
mght.
Kezar pavilion Mondaywill
be going after win No. 4 in his short
The elaa.4y glover
ressional career, but the competition 10011th tougher with each
!111)111Imore

outwit.
In three previous bouts Campbell has posted a pair of third
*round KO’s and followed them
with a sixth stanza knockout in
his first main event.

Spartan Cage Rival
With

no games scheduled until
jam 26, both varsity and freshface a maximum
man cagers will
minimum of basketof study and a
ball this week.
Both teams return to action on
Thursday. Jan. 26, in Spartan Gym
-Stu Inman’s varsity meeting
tough Redlands at 815 p.m. and
Danny Glines’ yearlings entertaining the rugged Stanford froth in
a 6:15 preliminary.
The varsity does not practice
until Saturday, while the trash hit
the hardwoods today and Friday.
According to Glines, "Stanford
frosh team in years.
has its best
It will be a big game for
Tough Redlands is currently one
of the nation’s top small college
teams with a 9-2 mark and rugged
center, Jack Schroeder, who’s been
averaging over 20 points a game.
Et. RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alrna & Almaden
NORTH TO ALASKA
Ernie Kovacs

Fabian

BEYOND THE TIME BARRIER

APPROVED

APARTMENTS
FOR MEN
twin
2 bed,orns
A. .
beds . . . glassed -at showers, allre,tric kitchens . . . wall to wall
... and drapes.
DAYS

EVENINGS

CALL

CT 7-8877CY

7-1713

cpaPtam

kentaI Service
485 SOUTH NINTH

ills opponent Monday is undefeated Flory (Minima of Albuquerque. N.51., who ;mulched out
a 10-round decision over Sun
Jose’s David Camliehii in his last
outing.

ciPARTAN D4ILT-1

Gymnastics Coach Sets
Example for Spartans

Unbeaten Ring Foes
Square Off Monday
U. of Redlands Next

Wetine.dav .1anitarv 18 14r,1

DANCE, BALLERINA, DANCE

"Teo Cot Id pt."

By Gary Palmer, Asst. Sports Editor
Camacho, a fast rising local
boxer, is a tough customer, but
the rangy Olquin handled him with
OP BASKETBALL COACH Van Sweet praised the de.
ease, according to Campbell’s man- len-is,’ job done by San JOAP on his prize eager, Ken St:11114’y.
ager, Bill Young.
I,?,’ r, lie
it the basketball writer’s luncheon in San I- rancir-co,
i n realit
his tribute to the Spartans was, in a sense, addition.
Olquin is managed by Willie
Itir the Tiger scoring wizard.
Ketchum and Eddie Foy, jr., who al
Despite the creditable defense thrown up by the Spartan, in
must have confidence in his ability
or they undoubtedly would be look- p,nerai anti Denny Bates in particular, Stanley managed to finagle
22 Points out of SJS.
ing elsewhere.
"Ste what?" you say. He didn’t hit his 25 point average that
Ketchum, at present, owns the
has matte hhn the nation’s eighth leading scorer. Truebutrecontract of world featherweight
member, he was up against the nation’s second ranked defensive
champion Davey Moore.
unit .
Tickets for the fight may be
*
*,
*
purchased for $1, $2, or $3 by
THOUGH WE’RE singing Stanley’s praises now, we have to admit
calling Young at CY 5-3933.
aur first impression of the 6-3 guard was a skeptical one. Not only
Kezar Pavilion is located at the
did he fail to impress us, before the Saturday contest, but in our estientrance to Golden. Gate park, admation, Stanley didn’t even resemble a top-notch eager.
jacent to Kezar Stadium on the
In fact, looking hack on the game, Stanley still doesn’t fin corner of Page and Stanyan sts.
press us as a top-notch all-around basketball player. We don’t feel
The first preliminary is scheduled
he’s anything more than average as far as over-all play is confor 8:30 p.m.
cerned, but his strength lies in his shooting ability.
Even more amazing is Stanley’s ambidexterity.
The Sweet eager, and we mean that literally as well as figuratively, is equally competent with either hand. Just when you think
you have his deadly right-hand jump defensed he cuts loose with the
left.
(*.each Hugh Mumby’s frosh
Under heavy pressure all night. Stanley still managed nine
grapplers attempt to move above
Field goals in Di attempts and added free throws on five of eight
the .500 mark today when they
IIMIV41011S. At that, several of his misses were in the waning
tackle Cupertino high school at 4
ments, when he was literally "foreed" to take desperation
p.m. in the Spartan wrestling room
shots ..
of the men’s gym.
*
*
*
The yearlings were set back by
IT’S OUR THEORY that San Jose’s free throw percentages
Cabrillo college in their dual meet
which took another turn for the worse Saturday in the crackerbos,
opener last Tuesday, but Winced
Pacific Pavilion, did so because of 110P "rattlers." "Rattlers" beim;
back with a win against Fresno
the kind that do their dardnest to distract the opposition’s Mention
city college Friday.
In unison Tiger hackers took to chanting the number of times
stu Innian’s eager% bounced the ball at the free throw line before
hog. At first it was hard to tell what the Tiger boosters
were doing because of the Irregularity of the counting.
Joe Braun, who missed six himself, said, "At first I didn’t knosi
Frosh baseball coach Bill Gustafson has called a meeting of all what they were doing, but when I finally realized what they were tip
prospective yearling horsehiders to I tried not to think about it."
Joe shrugged his misses off as part of a had night, which
tomorrow in MG201 at 3:30 p.m.
Gustafson is hoping for a better true he had, but nevertheless he admitted he tried not to think about
turnout than was present at last it. In a sense, this indicates the big center was thinking about it.
In closing, let’s tvvist Genetal
week’s organizational meeting.
Electric’s motto slightly and mal<,
it applicable to basketball. ..\
the free throw line, concentrat,..
is our most important product .

Frosh Grapplers
Meet CHS Today

Sit ti
Jose State
1011r
, gymnasts failed 10 place in a San
Francisco novice tournitnient over
the weekend. Coach Roy Davis upheld the SJS reputation Friday
night competing in a gymnastics
meet between the Olympic Chili.
Oakland gym club anti the CMversity of California.
Competing for the Winged -O."
Davis notched first place in turn tiling, took a second in rope
wow.
and a fifth in free exercise.
Davis, a standout while a .1
I
DANCE-KETBALL After
six I dent at Cal lust year, was cloete,’
straight losses, Kalamazoo high I in 4.2 seconds. Paul latt, is of
131.;11,:
V.110 won the e..etil in
school’s basketball coach decided on drastic action. He got
dance instructor Miss Carolyn
Fox (left) to teach his team ballet routines to encourage coordination
and mobility.

seconds. is expected 10 Will the national tit le in the (.% mit this year.
Thow,zit lies lets 11 trynalatit.13 were
slim 0111 Saturday. Davis was
pleased with the performance of
Rich Wetherell on the parallel
Ron
lost

and

tricks

eliminated in
ition
Itough,i

the
51,

Paid

Hussey

were both
tumbling event,
eonsiderably
and
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FREE BOOKLET
for College -trained

men and women
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Special
Student Rates

A & M Auto Repair
GENERAL AUTO REPAIR
SPECIALTY
Hydramatic
Powerglide
Special

()th)’

several

3 Months $18

Student Rates
CV

456 E. San Salvador

5-4247

Use Our

Rent to-Own Plan
Open ot 4

p.m.

KBM

Doily

Relax Before Finals

KENNEDY BUSINESS
MACHINES

HOUSE OP PIZZA
CT 1-990$
315 Almaden Aye.
Near the Civic Audit.,r:

96 E.

San Fernando

CV 2-7501

MORE

E
=
==

MORE

MONEY

=

MORE
MORE

MONEY

a:

=

MORE

MONEY

Mail the coupon today.
There is no obligation.

MONEY

Academy of Business

MONEY

372 So

CY 7-3244
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FOR YOUR USED BOOK

Baseball Meeting

Name

AT

College Address

SPARTAN BOOK STORE
RIGHT ON CAMPUS
---

_

College Attended?

-

-

Horne Address

For

How Long

Think big . .
...b.,,ta

Shop Spartan Ads!

?erre

Stop and Shop
Spartan Advertisers

For the sweetest engine tune-up
In town see Yager and Silva today!
Leave your sour performance on our doorstep. We’ll
clean and regap your spark
plugs ... check distributor

choose the bride’s rings from
out wide and varied stock! The years have proven
that out name is an unfatImg guarantee of diamonds that live up to the highest standards of
quality ... settings that are always in good taste

. .. clean and adjust points
... tune-tin your engine . . .
and see that everything’s
harmonizing just fine!

Service is our Business

It’s a tradition to

.. and value that cannot be surpassed. Let us
help you make

LUBRICATION -- STARTER -- GENERATOR WORK
ENGINE TUNE-UP
COMPLETE BRAKE REPAIR

your selection . .. now!

L.V A N

L

eweter3

N and JUNG
SINCE 1904

USE OUR DIVIDED PAYMENT

YAGER & SILVA SHELL SERVICE
CORNER 4TH

PLAN

& SAN

FERNANDO

25 Years

Student

Jose
First and San FeTnando in Downtown San

Serving

Parking

Ali Parking Eat Tickets I alidated

State Students

Rates

1SPARTAN

Wednesday. January 18, 1961
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Spring Semester
Evening Classes
Applications Due

New Cheer
Leader Head
Announced

Students wishing to attend evening, classes at San Jose State
next semester must apply for admission by Friday.
Registration will be held Feb.
16-18 and classes will
begin
Feb. 20.
Extended day classes scheduled
from 4:30 to 10 p.m. will be offered in 30 areas of study during
the semester.
Upper division and graduate extended day courses will be offered
in business, education, engineering, humanities and arts and sciences and occupations.

Miss Erickson will astist Sandi
Ashabratire present head song
girl, and Heisinger will help Steve
Heels, present cheer leader, until
the semester end. The remaining
cheer leaders and song girls sill
be selected during the spring semester.

The new leaders will be introduced at the next rally, "Break
the Brows," on Tuesday Feb. 14
at 6:30 p.m. in the Men’s gym, according to Kathy Lynes, rally
committee publicity chairman,

ULCER FACTORY
Town
BETHEL, Vt. (UPI)
Manager Donald R. Thomas said
he resigned to write a book slated
to be titled "Life in the Ulcer ’
Factory." He said it sill deal with
"the trials and tribulations of
town management."

Lost 8 Found
_jnia.
_
Brown binder e.
tant papers ins,do. oiii ;del-0;ff
immediately. Mona Cereghino.
4896.
Transportation
Riders needed to Ta7orna. Leave
Watscn, CY 7.9226.
Ca’ J
Rowtols

I rel
EXHIBITING SEVERAL of the mementos she brought home from
her African safari last summer, Miss Frances Robinson, associate
professor of music, reflects on her adventures in the "dark continent." The miniature animals she holds were handcarved by the
natives shp visited during her extensive travels.

CLASSIFIEDS
WOMEN, NEW APPROVED turn. apts.
- spring see,. Deluxe features elec.’
hens extra Igo rms. & closets. ESsex
c 10.

.

Now renting for next semester corn
furnished incl. auto. washer. 444

Polls Open Today
For Newman Club
Officer Elections

2 bedroom apt.
?
,aes
Pncrne CY 4-3187. Graduate student..

One bedroom furnished apt. 60 S. 9th
orrno’e pairro, Mr. E,;nq CY 2-4282.
Studio apt
from school,
Studio apt. 875
232 N. 8th St Cr- 7.5608.
Two studio opts. 3 blocks to college
furni,lied
Women only. 36 S.
triit Cfpress 4.9254.
Girl to share two bedroom apt, with
CY 2.1645.
For Sole

Contract: Apartment and kitchen
nected with women’s boarding house
CY 4-3579.

TODAY
for Advancement of
Society
Management, speaker, election of
officers, Garden City Hofbrau,
6:30 p.m.
Gamma Delta. meeting, First
Immanuel church, 374 S. Third,
7 p.m.
TASC, meeting, CH238, 7:30
p.m.
Ness-man club, meeting, 8:30
p.m. Election polls open 8:30 a.m.,
Newman hall.
TOMORROW
Flying 20. nomination of atticrs, 7 p.m., CH227.
Wesley foundation. meeting, 205
t:. Santa Clara, 12:30 p.m.

Skis HEAD std. 7’ little used excel, c- will sell with or w/o present safety b inqs skis, $60. AN 4-4973.

Election, Speaker,
Featured Tonight
At SAM Meeting I.R. Club Election
Fred Stahl, division sales mar:- Set for Tomorrow

’49 Studs, so. cpe. r&h, od. $75 good
cond, new brakes, covers must sell, CY 3- ager in the Personal Products
9618 Era.
corp. of Johnson and Johnson co.,
Contractcall Peggy. Bella Donna, CY will address a dinner meeting of
the Society for Advancement of
7-9733 good food 8 accommodations.
Management tonight at 6:30 in
Wendy Glen No. I cell
Contract
the Garden City Hofbrau. Mr.
Judy Mello. CY 3.9753.
Stahl will talk on "The challenge
5 vacancy in 2 adjoining approved apts. of the IBM Card." Election of ofCall CY 2-6662.
ficers also will be held.
F’ING DONE IN MY HOME
AN 6-71 I 1

4 month old stereo equip, 121 garrard
iC
:0014,’S w;th emotes- SPORT LOVERS!! SA,7P’Fv-,c 15’
rue.%
..nrtr, $180, CY 4. about with Marl 755
i
trailer.
Skis, ropes. tanks. C.
ONE MONTH FREE RENT! Couples. new 59 MGA only
.
Ph .
. Sr staff: 1 and 2 bedroom, turn. MUST SELL rzo-n
fi
- .rn. from $80.
per/me.: well to Bill CY 7.9981.
-coats, draw drapes. mammoth 100 WEDDING INVITATIONS, $12.50,
r; huge heated pool. 5 4,,,UfeS plus 1 in goki free. A reallloffer.
AL 2,
campus. Quiet. The Stevens. 1445 9191.
,7
r.v 7 Ohl I .
SorvIcos
FURN. RMS. MALE STUDENTS, KIT.
PRIV. $10.$15. Call CY 3-3088.
Thesis, term papers typed, ANdrew 40255.
2 bedroom turn. apts. 4 boys or 4 girls
also I girl needed in apt. 3, 420 S. 7th
Miscellaneous
St CY 7.1529.
Childless college couple with car, Will
Girl wanted ne,t me, Bed Mee, Cy exchange housing for transportation
,rd/or domestic help. Call AL 2-C434

Naval Air Officers
’ To Visit Campus

,-,-,03000200,00.07

ICS
1

Spartaguide

Spring contract, Century Hall kitchen
Newman club kr. ill elect off:cerS
. iages
pool. 2 folks to campus.
today from 8:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m.
3.9871, Joanne.
at Newman hall.
$55 and up, furnished apartment, 2
Candidates are: for president;
Impor.c.,#s from college. 517 S. 6th St. Ideal
Need fcir double occupancy. Call at apartment Sal Alverez, George Lechner and
CY 3- 2 after 5 p.m.
Dick Silva; vice president, Suzanne Ruth and Jan Tomicich; soMath-Science-engineering majors to share
home with same. 5 blocks SJS. Spring eat vice president, Darlene Mcend summer available. 415 S. 12th CY Nair; public relations vice presiFeb. I. 3-5933 evenings or Sunday.
dent, Ann McCarthy; traitsurer,
Patrick Young and Vern Piumarta
For Salo
and secretary-historian, Carol
2 contracts Co-Ed Manor, Call Donne Clayton and Marilyn Lukich.
Nancee Wilson. CY 5.967’
reason. Jacobron

NEW!!
FURNISHED APARTMENTS

A..piring student a; tr a.
get replies to their career questions in Adm2ltt today. Officers
from Oakland naval air station
will he on hand from 9 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. to describe available job
openings.
Undergraduates may apply for
the aviation officer candidate program if they are between 19 and
26. They must meet mental and
physical standards and have a desire to fly.
The Navy’s new "non-pilot" officer candidate program now is
,pen to college seniors not physif.ally qualified. Two-year college
Inon may apply for the cadet prorant

I
I
I

I

Job Interviews

interview and students are requested
to sign up early.Ed.
TODAY
Carnation co. will interview in
a series of vocational areas: needs
industrial and mechanical engineering and business administration majors, .especially accounting
students; seniors with any major
for sales trainee; business majors
for production management and
sales management trainee positions; food technology or chemisI try majors for food technologist
I positions.

I

...ordSe‘

I

V11111116

1:101
MI PIZZA PUMAS/

WHERE’S

ENTERTAINMENT!
Every Friday

Recreation Room

BRING YOUR DATE
2 Blocks to Campus

I.

Available
Phone

9

Mgr

Now

Or

At

CY 7-7460

Semester
620

Sunday

ENJOY

A business meeting of the International Students Organization
will be held Friday at 7:30 p.m.
in the College Union, 315 S. Ninth
St.
"AU regular members should attend," says Aesop Sim, club’s
president. "Next semester’s officers will be elected at this time.
"Voting will be preferential and
no proxy voting is allowed." Mr.
Sim said.
Present officers are: George
Maalouf, plesident-elect; Jacob
Fan, treasurer; Gabriela Porto, recording secretary; Ruth Zans,
corresponding secretary;
Leslie
Mathias, social chairman; A n n
Ramey, publicity chairman; Margaret De Bern, membership chairman; Theodor Gruber. public relations chairman; Yoshitaka Hasegawa, historian; Dietinar Dome’
ter, program chairman; Lot use
Clouse, newsletter chairman.

ALUP.1

1897
ROCK AVE

A
a

FREE
PARKING

13th Ansat Year
UNIVERSITY
HAWAII SUMMER SEEniON
83 Date, Oat plus ge tax I Creel!,
Steamship enroute, Jet return to v.est
Coast, campus dormitory rexrenze
plus 16 major social. sightseeing,
and
beech functions. Waikiki rasicance
exiliaere it adjusted rate.

JAPAN
-HAWAII ’AT
82 flaye, St 892 $ Credits

Hawed program above combined with
21 days on field study course in haan,
Orient tour Includes rOundtrlo
iii first class and deluxe lend rI Ind
me i’s

ORIENT STUDY TOURS
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Call CY 7-2121
"THE BEST OF EVERYTHIW,
IN TRAVEL"

HOWARD NELSONS

TRAVEL
ADVISORS
24 E. SAN FERNANDO
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ANNOUNCED

SAYINGS

Savings up to $120 on automobile
insurance is now common for married men under 25 years of age
with the California Casualty Indemnify Exchange.
"Married men in this age bracket
are generally paying excessive
premiums for the degree of risk
involved," says George M. Campbell, Spartan Representative for
the Exchange.
"We believe that a married man
with family responsibilities is a
more careful driver, and causes
fewer accidents." said Campbell.
"Therefore, he is entitled to rates
for mature drivers."
For example: A married man, age
22 with Bodily Injury Liability
810/20,000, Property Damage
$5.000 and Medical $500 pays
about $157 year with most insurance companies. With California Casualty he would pay
about $110 loss $16 dividend, or
a net of $64 (based on current
20 per cant dividend). Thus he
saves about 893 with tho Es.
change. (Other covers/its with
comparable savings).
Campbell declared that even unmarried men and women with
good driving records may save
over 20 per cent.
Cell or write for full information
to George M. CnipbII,
566
Maple Ace. Sunnyvale, REgent 9.
1741 (day & nite).
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Mrs. Robert McCre,i..
360 E. Reed
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HAWAII - JAPAN -FORMOSA
PHILIPPINES- HONG KONG
In Days, $1892 8 crash
Includes manatee steamship, and all
first class services ashore - best hotels, all meals, sightseeing, iniand
sea cruise, tips, plus extensive soot
ute of parties, special dinners, enter.
talnment and social events. Cnoice
COUTSOS: Humanities and 5mm ui S:lof
*easy Oriental Art and apprecletion.

which means, ’I leave my heart

Now is

,coo’ts

Simple Simon Pion is made with the finest wholesome
ingredients and features 7 OF THE WORLD’S FINEST
CHEESES. Call ahead for your "Take-Out" Pine
.

HOWARD ,:mii,TOURS

’Bagam,,,s.

said

10thR Santa Clata

mole.

A.M.

CALL CL. 1-3310

S. 9th

silently
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Bouquets
CY 2-0462

flaming red African tulip toe,
and

THE FUN!

To Order Pizza "to go"

Corsages

A REMINDER . . . for the best deal in selling your Books

MusicSongsPizza!

Closets

Break

Saturday

FRIDAY and SATURDAY 8 P.M. to 1
SUNDAYS 4 P.M. to 10 P.M.

Nicely Furnished
Ample

ELEPHANT HERDS
Moments later a herd of elephants stomped across the road
catching the group bV surprise.
In the excitement the only picture
Mims Robinson caught on her camera was a beautiful shot of one
tail.
Earlier in the tour, Miss Robinson and company took off from
Rome and landed in Nairobi, Kenya. where they learned that t e
scheduled Congo portion of their
trip was cancelled because of uprisings.
"But we were so involved in the
rest of our journeys we didn’t
even miss the Congo," explained
Miss Robinson.

Elections Friday
- For ISO Spring
Note: Interviews are held in it,
Placement Office, Adm234. Appoint.
Semester Officers
meet lists are put Out in advance of the

Housing For Men

Heated Pool

park.
By FRED WALSTON
"We slept in thatched huts oil
Deep, dark Africa is not the
the Hluhluwe game preserve
to
world
in
the
place
likely
most
night and were charged by rhirli
find a San Jose State music pro- by day," Miss Robinson noted
fessor.... and a female at that.
In the Valley of 1000 Hills
But if you’ve decided that mu- party visited natives where it
sic teachers abound only in con- custom for a man to pay the ,
cert halls and recital rooms, father six to 10 cows to gain the
you’re wrong in the case of Miss hand of his,,daughter in marriage.
Frances Robinson, associate proZigzagging back to Capetown,
fessor of music.
the little band visited an ostrichl
Having traveled most of her farm where they had their plc- I
life, Miss Robinson began to lead tures taken astride the large birds.
groups of wayfarers to foreign
DEADLY KICK
lands in 1949 as a hobby.
"They made sure our ostrich
was strongly tied down because
GUIDED TRAVELERS
their kick can be quite deadly and
She has guided travelers to
they can take off with you at
South America. Mexico, Hawaii,
speeds up to 40 miles an hour,"
the Middle East and the Orient,
Miss Robinson revealed.
not to mention 10 trips to Europe.
Nairobi had the smell of gunBut last summer she led a group
smoke in the air when the group
of 10 adventure-seekers through
returned to the city for a second
Europe and into Africa on a trip
visit. "We were lucky to have
she termed, "a magic carpet sareservations because nearly 2000
fari."
refugees from the Congo h a d
If you associate a safari with
flooded the city," Miss Robinson
long forages through jungles and
observed.
winding desert columns the $3000
Northward to the shadows of
tab on this deluxe junket should
Mount Kilimanjaro, the safari
explain the "magic carpet" detook the wayfarers into the Amscription.
boseli reserve where they visited
DARK CONTINENT
the Masai tribe.
"The Masai are big as Watusi
"Liaison agent, planner and
guide," Miss Robinson made it (some over seven feet tall) and
possible for her group to see the many have cultivated their lips
dangerous and exotic of the dark and ear lobes into gargantuan
continent while avoiding the rig- shapes," recalled Miss Robinson.
TWO MILE CRATER
ors and dangers sojourns on foot
might invite.
Crossing from Kenya into Tan"I looked a laughing hyena ganyika the group visited the Ngoright in the eye today only he rongoro crater, largest volcanic
wasn’t laughing and neither was crater in the world with a twoI. We were only a few feet away. mile diameter.
safe within the confines of our
"On our trip back to Europe,
Mercedes Benz coach," Miss Rob- we viewed for the last time sunlit,
inson wrote of her adventures.
snowcapped Kilimanjaro through

MON Thru SAT. 9-6 p.m.
X
Election of spring semester buslet
mess and social officers will be
held for the International Relations club tomorrow night at 7:30
in cafeteria room B, said Dr. Raymond W. Stanley, associate pro.
fessor of geography and club adKRUGER PARK
booscov25 E. San Carlos
visor.
From Africa’s most industrial
The club is open to all interest- city, Miss Robinson’s party joured students. Coffee and doughnuts neyed into a sample of the conwill be served.
tinent’s wildest country, Kruger
NEW AUTO INSURANCE
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Deluxe Accommodations in Approved

Coeds
interested in
Europe may view slides and
obtaih
information
h t, 6e:3(tal
tinhforme Kappaat
Alpha Theta iso.nrIon’
l
at;
open house, accordingo
t
lin
Helen LaFollet, housemother
The sorority is’ towed at.
VI
S. llthst.
Mrs. LaFollet will be
conducting
a tour in June.

’Congo Visit Halted
.
Uprisings
By Native
8akina4(7)
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Brent Heisinger, Dale’s older
brother and a graduate student,
was SJS head cheer leader in
1958.

A yet undisclosed combo will
provide dance music for tonight’s
"Final Fling." a motif geared to
the season. Co-Bee activities begin
at 7:30 p.m. in Women’s gym.
"Students can break away from
the books by competing in a dance
contest and sharing in many other
games," says Jerry Reese, publicity
chairman.
"Valuable prizes" will be awarded to contest winners, he reports.
Regularly scheduled fun includes volleyball, ping pong, foursquare and the new shuffleboard
game.

To Place an Ad:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall
No Phone Orders

SAFARI SOUVENIRS

The new head cheer leader Dale
Heisinger and head song girl
Jackie Erickson were announced
yestereay by the rally committee
executhe council.

Co-Rec Tonight
Features ’Fling’

Classified Rates:
25c a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertion
2 line minimum
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Elephants as Guide of African Summer Tour

European Slides
Tonight at Thetas’
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